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Abstract Immersion, interaction, and imagination are three features of virtual reality (VR). Existing VR

systems possess fairly realistic visual and auditory feedbacks, and however, are poor with haptic feedback,

by means of which human can perceive the physical world via abundant haptic properties. Haptic display

is an interface aiming to enable bilateral signal communications between human and computer, and thus to

greatly enhance the immersion and interaction of VR systems. This paper surveys the paradigm shift of

haptic display occurred in the past 30 years, which is classified into three stages, including desktop haptics,

surface haptics, and wearable haptics. The driving forces, key technologies and typical applications in each

stage are critically reviewed. Toward the future high-fidelity VR interaction, research challenges are

highlighted concerning handheld haptic device, multimodal haptic device, and high fidelity haptic

rendering. In the end, the importance of understanding human haptic perception for designing effective

haptic devices is addressed.

Keywords Haptic display; Virtual reality; Desktop haptics; Surface haptics; Wearable haptics;

Multimodal haptics

1 Introduction

In 1965, Ivan Sutherland proposed the concept "the ultimate display", which represents the birth of virtual

reality (VR) [1]. In his seminal work, he introduced three features of VR: immersion, interaction, and

imagination. In past 50 years, thanks to the research in computer graphics and sound synthesis, existing

VR systems possess fairly realistic visual and auditory feedback. However, haptic feedback is far from

user's perceptual expectations. The experiences of haptic sensation in most VR systems are rather poor

compared to the abundant haptic properties that human can perceive in the physical world.

Haptic feedback is indispensable for enhancing immersion, interaction, and imagination of VR systems.

Interaction can be enhanced by haptic feedback as users can directly manipulate virtual objects, and obtain
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immediate haptic feedback. Immersion of the VR system can be enhanced in terms of providing more

realistic sensation to mimic the physical interaction process. Imagination of users can be inspired when

haptics can provide more cues for user to mentally construct an imagined virtual world beyond spatial and/

or temporal limitations.

The haptic sensation obtained through virtual interaction is severely poor compared to the sensation

obtained through physical interaction. In our physical life, the haptic channel is pervasively used, such as

perception of stiffness, roughness and temperature of the objects in external world, or manipulation of

these objects and motion or force control tasks such as grasping, touching or walking etc. In contrary, in

virtual world, haptic experiences are fairly poor in both quantity and quality. Most commercial VR games

and movies only provide visual and auditory feedbacks, and a few of them provide simple haptic feedback

such as vibrations. With the booming of VR in many areas such as medical simulation and product design,

there is an urgent requirement to improve the realism of haptic feedback for VR systems, and thus to

achieve equivalent sensation comparable to the interaction in a physical world.

2 Paradigms of haptic display driven by computing platform

2.1 Definition of haptic HCI paradigms

As shown in Figure 1, the paradigm of human-computer interaction (HCI) can be defined with three

components: human user, interface device, and virtual environment synthesized by computer. In order to

define the paradigm of haptic HCI, each component is elaborated as follows.

Considering the human user, we need to study both the perception and manipulation characteristics of

the haptic channel during the bilateral communication between human and computer. For the perception

aspect, human perceptual system mainly includes diverse kinesthetic and cutaneous receptors in our body,

which located in skin, muscles or tendons. For the manipulation / action aspect, we need to consider the

motor control parameters, including degree-of-freedom (DoF) of motion or force tasks, the magnitude and

resolution for motion and force signals for diverse manipulation tasks.

Considering the interface device, its functions include sensing and actuation. For sensing, a device needs

to sense / track human manipulation information such as motion / force signals, and then transmit this

information to control a virtual avatar of the device in the virtual environment. For actuation, the device

receives simulated force signals from the virtual environment, and then reproduces these forces by

actuators such as electric motors to exert these forces on user's body.

Considering the virtual environment, diverse tasks can be simulated, including surgical simulation,

mechanical assembly, computer games etc. Whenever there are direct contacts between the user-driven

avatar and the manipulated objects, haptic feedback devices can be used to display the resultant contact

forces/torques to users.

2.2 History of paradigm shift in the past 30 years

In 1948, the first mechanical force feedback master-slave manipulator was developed in Argonne National

Laboratory by Raymond Goertz[2]. The master arm is the pioneer of today's haptic display. With the

advancement of computing platform, haptic display evolved accordingly. The impact between haptic

display and computing platform are two folded. In one aspect, each computing platform required an

effective way for human-computer interaction, and thus to maintain the users' work efficiency. In the other

aspect, the haptic display required a powerful computing platform that is capable to support its function

and performance specifications.
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In the past 30 years, the evolution of computing platform can be summarized in three eras: personal

computer, mobile internet, and virtual reality based on wearable computers. Accordingly, the paradigm of

haptic HCI can be classified into three stages: desktop haptics, surface haptics, and wearable haptics.

Figure 2 illustrates the typical features of each paradigm.

In a human-machine interaction system, a human user is manipulating a haptic device, and the

mechanical interface is mapped into the avatar in virtual environment (VE), and typical task. With the

evolution of the haptic HCI paradigm, following components are also evolving, including the body organ

of the human user, the metaphor of the interface device, the controlled avatar, and motion/force dimensions

supported by the paradigm.

In desktop haptics, the user's hand is holding the stylus of the device, and thus to control a virtual tool

such as surgical scalpel, mechanical screwdriver etc. The simulated motion / force dimensions in desktop

haptics are six, including three translations and three rotations of the virtual tool.

In surface haptics, the user's fingertip slides along the touchscreen of a mobile phone with typical

Figure 1 The paradigm of haptic HCI defined by three components, i.e. human user, interface device, and virtual

environment.

Figure 2 Paradigm shift of haptics interaction in the past 30 years.
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gestures such as panning, zooming and rotating etc., and thus to control a finger avatar to feel the texture

and/or shape of virtual objects. The simulated motion/force dimensions in surface haptics are two within

the planar surface of the touchscreen.

In wearable haptics, the user's hand is wearing a haptic glove, and thus to control a virtual hand-shaped

avatar with diverse simulated gestures such as grasping, pinching, lifting etc. The motion dimensions are

22 in terms of the DoF of human's hand, and the force dimensions are dynamically changing depending on

the number and topology of contact points between the virtual hand and the manipulated objects.

3 Desktop haptics

3.1 Motivation

Mainstream interaction paradigm in the era of personal computer is Windows-Icons-Menus-Pointer

(WIMP) interface paradigm[3], in which the computer mouse is used as a user-friendly interface to enable

highly efficient human-computer interaction. While the mouse can capture the two dimensional movement

of user's hand on a desktop surface, it cannot provide force feedback on user's hand when the virtual avatar

collides with a virtual obstacle.

In order to solve the limitation of the classic HCI paradigm, an enhanced mouse, desktop force feedback

devices like a multi-link robotic arm has been created to provide both motion control and force feedback

between user and the virtual environment. Figure 3 shows the comparison between a computer mouse and

a desktop haptic device.

In the era of person computer, the mainstream way

of haptic interaction is multi-joint force feedback

devices fixed on a desk or ground. The interactive

metaphor of the desktop force feedback interface is

that users interact with the virtual environment

through the handle, and the virtual avatar is the 6-

DOF motor rigid tool, such as surgical scalpel,

mechanical screwdriver etc. The contact force is

transmitted from the desktop haptic device to user's

hands when the virtual avatar contacts or collides

with the objects in the virtual environment, thereby the users can obtain the force feedback experience of

manipulating the virtual objects.

3.2 Desktop haptic feedback device

3.2.1 Definition

A desktop haptic device is a multi-joint robotic arm with a stylus that held in user's hand, the device is able

to track the movement of the stylus, and provide force feedback on the stylus. The device is normally fixed

on a table-top or the ground.

In order to fulfil above functions, there are three major components. First, there are position or force

sensors in each joint or the end-effector of the robotic arm, which are used to measure the movement of the

stylus driven by the user (or the exerted force on the stylus by the user). Second, there are actuators

proving the feedback force or torques. Third, there are transmission mechanisms to transmit torque from

the joint to the end-effector.

Figure 3 Comparison between a computer mouse and

a desktop haptic device.
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3.2.2 Function and specifications

Compared with traditional robotics arms, the major challenges for a haptic device is to simulate the

sensation of interacting with both free space and constrained space. In free space, the device should follow

or allow the motion of the user and exert as less as possible resistance on user's hand. In constraint space,

the device should provide a sufficient range of impedance to simulate contact constraints from virtual

objects with diverse physical properties.

Salisbury et al. summarized the three criteria/requirements for a good haptic device: (1) Free space must

feel free; (2) Solid virtual objects must feel stiff; (3) Virtual constraints must not be easily saturated[4].

These criteria can be translated following design specifications, including low back-drive friction, low

inertia, highly adjustable impedance range, large force/torque, high position sensing resolution, sufficient

workspace for the simulated task.

3.2.3 Classification

Figure 4 illustrates the taxonomy of desktop haptic devices based on diverse classification criteria.

According to the kinematic structure, haptic devices can be classified into serial, parallel, and hybrid

structures. According to the control principle, haptic devices can be classified into impedance and

admittance control. Different actuation principles can be used, including electric motor, pneumatic and

hydraulic actuations, and novel actuators.

The characteristics of serial structure mechanism are as follows: simple topological structure, easy to

provide large workspace, the large rotation angle for the end-link, flexible operation, relatively easy to

solve the forward kinematics and the inverse driving force / moment solution. However, this kind of

mechanism has the following disadvantages: the mechanical stiffness is relatively small; the error of the

end-effector is large because the error from each joint may be accumulated; most of the driving motors and

transmission links are mounted on the moving arms, which increases the inertia of the system and leads to

the poor dynamic performance.

The parallel structure mechanism offers potential advantages compared with the serial mechanism, with

multi-branch form, high overall stiffness, strong payload capacity. While the errors of each joint will

accumulate to the end-effector in serial mechanism, in contrast, there is no error accumulation or

amplification in parallel mechanism, and the error of the end-effector is relatively small. Similarly, the

driving motors in the parallel mechanism are usually mounted on the frame, which lead to a small inertia,

small dynamical load and fast dynamic performance. However, the available workspace of the parallel

mechanism is small and the rotation range of the end-effector (movable platform) is limited under the same

structure size. The solving process of the forward kinematics solution and the inverse driving force /

moment solution are relatively complex and difficult.

Figure 4 Taxonomy of desktop haptic devices based on diverse classification criteria.
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Hybrid structure mechanism combines the advantages of the serial and parallel mechanisms, which

increases the system stiffness and reduce the error of the end-effector under the premise of simplifying the

forward kinematics solution and the inverse driving force/moment solution. But the torque feedback on the

rotation axis of the end-effector is not easy to be realized for the 6-DoF mechanism.

Based on the control principle, haptic devices can be classified into impedance display and admittance

display. Impedance display realizes the effect of force feedback by measuring the motion of the operator

and applying the feedback force to the operator. Admittance display realizes the effect of force feedback by

measuring the active force applied by operator to the devices and controlling the motion of the force

feedback device.

3.2.4 Typical commercial devices and research prototypes

In recent years, a large number of desktop force feedback interfaces have emerged with the rapid

development of sensors, robotics and other technologies, such as the Phantom series of SensAble Inc., the

Omega and Delta series of Force Dimension Inc. Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the major commercial

desktop devices and some representative research prototypes respectively.

3.3 Haptic rendering

Haptic rendering refers to the process of computing and generating forces in response to user interactions

with virtual objects[4]. Figure 7 shows the pipeline of haptic rendering.

The development of haptic rendering algorithms can be attributed to the driving forces from both the

advancement of force feedback devices and the requirements of force feedback applications. In 1950, the

force feedback interface was used in the master-slave operation control of the nuclear environment, while

the research of the haptic rendering algorithms had not received much attention. It was not until 1993 that

the introduction of the Phantom force feedback device invented by MIT professor K. Salisbury and his

student T. Massie led to the research boom in the haptic rendering algorithms for desktop force feedback

devices. The mainstream of the early research is the 3-DoF Haptic rendering algorithms. The principle is to

represent the virtual avatar of the handhold device as a point with three dimensional motions, which can

Figure 5 Major commercial desktop devices.
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interact with objects of virtual environment and produce

three dimensional forces. Then the forces are fed back to

the operator by the stylus of the force feedback device to

make the operator feel contact forces between the virtual

avatar and virtual objects.

Due to the demand driven in different application

fields, various 3-DoF haptic rendering algorithms have

been studied, including rigid body interaction, elastic body interaction, fluid simulation and topological

changing force interaction. The classical algorithms include: god-object, virtual proxy, ray casting[5–7].

Obviously, the 3-DoF haptic rendering algorithms cannot simulate the multi-region contacts between

objects. When the tool avatar contacts with objects with multi-region contacts, the avatar will penetrate the

obstacle, which greatly reduces the simulation fidelity. In addition, 3-DoF haptic rendering algorithms cannot

simulate the interactive torques between objects, which results in unrealistic haptic sensation.

With the advent of 6-DoF desktop force feedback devices and the realistic force interaction requirements

for simulating complex scenes, Puterbaugh et al. from Boeing Inc. first proposed the concept of 6-DoF

Haptic rendering in 1999[8]. The aim is to solve the problem of multi-point and multi-region interaction

simulation with non-penetrating contacts between complex shape objects, and the computation of six-

dimensional force and torque for simulating rigid body interaction. Various 6-DoF haptic rendering

algorithms have been studied due to the demand driven in different application fields. In 2008, Lin and

Otaduy published a book that systematically summarized the work of several well-known scholars in

haptic rendering field[9]. Up to now, many problems remain to be solved for achieving realistic 6-DoF

Haptic rendering.

Based on the collision response algorithms, 6-DoF haptic rendering algorithms can be classified into

penalty-based and constraint-based approaches. In the penalty-based approach, contact constraints are

modeled as springs whose elastic energy increases when the haptic tool penetrates into an object in the

virtual environment. Penalty forces are computed as the negative gradient of the elastic energy, which

pushes the graphic tool toward a non-penetrating configuration[10]. As pointed by Ortega et al, these

Figure 6 Some representative research prototypes.

Figure 7 Pipeline of haptic rendering.
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methods allow the virtual objects to interpenetrate, which may lead to missing collisions and the well-

known pop-through effect[11]. In contrast to the penalty-based approach, constraint-based approach is an

analytical and global method for the collision response. Constraint-based approaches attempt to constrain

the pose of the graphic tool to be free of penetration, while the haptic tool can penetrate into objects.

Constraint-based methods[12] achieve accurate simulation by using a linear complementary problem model

for the normal and friction contact constraints, which is computationally expensive and cannot handle large

number of multi-region contacts between complex-shaped objects or large-scale deformation at the kHz

haptic rate. To solve this problem, Wang et al. proposed an efficient constraint-based rendering algorithm

using configuration-based optimization and hierarchical sphere-tree modeling. As shown in Figure 8a,

complex-shaped objects such as bunny and dragon are modeled using hierarchical sphere-tree. Efficient

collision detection can be performed within 1ms, and the non-penetrated configuration of the graphic tool

is solved as a quadratic programming optimization problem, which can be efficiently solved by the classic

active-set methods. As shown in Figure 8, this configuration-based optimization approach is able to

simulate fine haptic manipulation with multi-region contacts between rigid objects[13], rigid tool and

deformable objects[14], and sharp features[15] and pathological decay modeling[16].

Figure 8 A fast and stable 6-DoF haptic rendering method using configuration-based optimization approach. (a)

Hierarchical modeling for bunny and dragon; (b) Multi-region 6DoF haptic rendering scenarios; (c) Modeling of soft

object and rendering of contacts between a dental mirror and a deformable tongue; (d) Haptic simulation of

pathological changes (decay modeling and simulation); (e) 6DoF haptic rendering of probe-decay interaction.
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3.4 Typical applications

Typical application of desktop haptic systems include virtual surgery, mechanical assembly, and other tool-

based entertainment such as virtual sculpture.

Figure 9 shows the hardware of dental surgery simulation system, and graphical scenarios of three

typical dental operations, including dental inspection, periodontal depth probing, and implant surgery. The

goal of the simulation system is to simulate the physical contacts between dental instruments and diverse

tissues including teeth, gingiva, tongue and diverse pathological changes such as calculus and decay. The

stiffness and friction coefficient difference between these tissues can be simulated and provide force

feedback on the stylus of the haptic device, and the system can be used to train the fine motor skill of

trainees, along with hand-eye coordination skill. The system include two force feedback devices, a half-

silvered mirror system to provide visual-haptic collocation display, a supporting rest for fingertip, and foot

pedal. The system can simulate typical dental surgeries including periodontal surgery, dental preparation

surgery, and implant surgery.

Figure 10 shows the haptic interaction system for simulating mechanical assembly of an air craft engine.

The user is controlling the haptic device to insert a splined shaft into a splined hole. Force and torque

feedback can be produced to simulate the tight clearance during the assembly process. As the hole is deep

and the clearance is small, the quality of the assembly totally rely on haptic sensation.

4 Surface haptics

4.1 Motivation

Since 2005, surface haptics has gradually become a research hotspot with the rise of the mobile devices

such as mobile phone, tablet PC, and multi-user collaborative touch devices with a large screen.

Figure 9 Dental surgical simulator with bi-manual haptic feedback. (a) Visio-haptic collocated hardware platform;

(b) Typical surgical scenarios, including dental inspection, periodontal depth probing, and implant surgery.
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Different from desktop haptic devices that simulate indirect contacts between hands and objects (i. e.,

tool-mediated interaction), surface haptics aim to simulate direct contacts between bare fingers and objects,

for example, users can touch and feel the contour or the roughness of an image displayed on the screen of a

mobile phone (Figure 11).

4.2 Tactile device for touch screen

The main challenges of surface haptic feedback is to embed all the sensing and actuating components

within the compact space of a mobile device.

According to the actuation principle, as shown in Figure 12, tactile feedback devices can be classified

into three categories: tactile feedback devices based on mechanical vibration, tactile feedback devices that

Figure 10 Haptic simulation of mechanical assembly of an air craft engine.

Figur 11 Touch and feel the tactile features of an image through a touch screen.

Figure 12 Classification of tactile feedback devices based on actuation principles.
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change the surface shape, tactile feedback devices with variable surface friction coefficients. In this

section, we survey these three approaches with respect to their principles, key technologies and

representative systems, along with their pros and cons.

4.2.1 Mechanical vibration

Vibrotactile feedback or mechanical vibration is the most widely used tactile feedback for touch screen.

The most typical example is the vibration used for the incoming call or timer reminder on a mobile phone.

The vibrotactile feedback of touchscreen can be obtained by direct contact using fingers[17,18] or indirect

contact using a stylus[19].

Vibrotactile rendering devices stimulate the operator's fingers to present the tactile sensation by

controlling the tactile actuators such as eccentric rotating-mass (ERM) actuators, linear resonant actuators

(LRA), voice coils, solenoid actuators or piezoelectric actuators. In 2001, Fukumoto et al. used a voice coil

vibrator for mobile phones and PDAs to render tactile feedback through single frequency vibrations[17].

Yatani et al. developed a tactile feedback device with vibration motors (SemFeel) in 2009[18]. As shown in

Figure 13a, the five motors embedded in the back of the phone could realize three vibration modes of

positioning, single and cycle to help users to distinguish different button clicks. In 2010, Yang et al.

adopted the tactile display board composed of 12 vibrating panels for mobile phones, as shown in Figure

13b, which improved the feedback fidelity, however it was bulky and the tactile feedback was separated

from the visual display[20]. Sawada et al. used shape memory alloy with screw structures as the micro-

vibrator to develop a tactile reproduction pen, which can be controlled to generate virtual textures[19]. At

present, almost all mobile phones and smart watches have vibration feedback functions. For example,

Immersion has been providing Samsung with the OEM service of the TouchSense technology. TI has

developed a series of driver chips of piezoelectric vibrator, and Apple has used the linear motor to render

tactile feedback on the iPhone 6.

Although mechanical vibration has been widely used, the ability of rendering diversified tactile features

such as frictions and textures is poor. Poupyrev, Maruyama and Rekimoto use the vibration of the

piezoelectric actuator to improve the tactile feedback for handhold mobile devices[21]. They designed a thin

beam-shaped piezoelectric sheet (about 0.5mm),

called TouchEngine, which has the advantages of

low voltage (20V), low energy consumption

(3mW) and fast response (less than 5ms) as shown

in Figure 14. By mounting the piezoelectric sheet

on the base of the handhold devices, the users can

feel the tactile feedback. In a menu selection

Figure 13 Vibrotactile rendering devices. (a) SemFeel device; (b) T-mobile Vibration feedback device.

Figure 14 TouchEngine and application.
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experiment, the user's speed of completion task can be improving 22% with the help of the tactile

feedback. The piezoelectric actuator has a fast response speed and can generate crisp tactile feedback, such

as the touch of keystrokes. This crisp feedback can also be used to enhance the tactile perception of virtual

keystrokes, scrollbars and menus.

4.2.2 Micro roughness display

Tactile array is an intuitive way to realize tactile feedback, which utilizes a two-dimensional array

composed of pins, electrodes, air pressured chambers or voice

coils to stimulate the operator's skin, and thus to form the spatial

force distribution that reflects the tactile properties of an object

surface. As shown in Figure 15, Kim et al. developed a dynamic

reshaping input terminal device in 2007, which consists of a

48pin × 32pin array and can reproduce information such as

pictures and characters[22]. As shown in Figure 16, Kajimoto et

al. developed a haptic device based on an electrode array in

2010, which directly stimulates the human nerve to produce a

tactile sensation by electrical signals[23]. They solved the problem

of the transparent electrode and applied the device to a mobile

terminal. The device has the characteristics of large power

consumption, high cost and complicated structure. The

excitation voltage is up to 300V, which is easy to cause the

tingling sensation and cannot present fine tactile effects.

Distributed actuators are used to generate the physical image

of a virtual component by changing the unevenness of the touch

surface, thereby improving the realism the operation. Harrison

and Hudson developed the tactile feedback device actuated by

the pneumatic chambers, which can fill the air into the

customized-designed airbag button[24]. As show in Figure 17,

positive pressure makes the button to formulate convex shape,

negative pressure causes the button to become concave, and the

button remains horizontal when not inflated. The design can also

generate the effect of touch screen by using a rear projection

projector. Preliminary experiment results show that compared to

the smooth touch screen button, the airbag button can improve

the user's speed of discriminating different buttons, and the

tactile effect of the airbag button is very close to the physical

button. Kim et al. designed the Dotview-2 tactile feedback

device, which uses an array of 1536 (32 × 48) pins to display

haptic images[25].

4.2.3 Friction modulation

Friction modulation devices reproduce tactile information

through the change of the lateral force within a horizontal plane,

including the squeeze-film effect and the electrostatic effect.

Figure 15 Dynamic reshaping input

terminal device.

Figure 16 Tactile device based on an

electrode array.

Figure 17 Varied states of customized-

designed airbag buttons.
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Compared with the devices using an actuator array, the force output performance of friction modulation

device is good in continuity and thus it can present fine tactile effects.

Tactile feedback devices based on the squeeze-film effect generates an air film by applying high-

frequency vibrations. The contact force between a finger and the device

surface is altered by changing the friction coefficient through modulating the

frequency and intensity of the vibration to simulate textures. In 1995,

Watanabe et al. developed an ultrasonic vibration plate device that produces

squeeze-film effect, so that the operator can perceive roughness[26]. In 2013,

Carter et al. introduce the UltraHaptics, which employs focused ultrasound to

project discrete points of haptic feedback through the display and directly on

to users' unadorned hands[27]. As shown in Figure 18, Winfield et al. developed

a TPaD device based on piezoelectric vibrations to generate squeeze-film

effect in 2007, which can reduce the friction coefficient of the screen

surface[28]. In 2010, Marchuk et al. developed LATPaD (Figure 19), a large-

scale device prototype on the basis of TPaD[29]. As shown in Figure 20,

Mullenbach et al. integrated the aforementioned results into the portable

terminal TPaD Fire in 2013, which can present customizable textures on the

glass surface with feedback forces exceeding 100mN[30]. Yang et al. developed

a device that generates the resonance through piezoelectric actuators mounted

on the back of a resonator[31]. Standing waves are formed on the surface of the resonator, and the squeeze-

film effect are produced when the finger contacts with the surface of the resonator. As shown in Figure 21,

the vibration mode is a continuous standing wave with 21 antinodes with a natural frequency of 53563Hz.

Tactile feedback devices based on the electro-static effect create a capacitance between the finger and

the electrode of the tactile device. The user's finger can perceive electrostatic friction forces under the

action of the excitation signal that applied to the electrode, and the tactile sensation is exhibited by

changing the friction force[32,33]. In 1953, Mallinckrodt et al. discovered the electrostatic tactile effect[34].

Figure 18 TPaD device.

Figure 19 LATPaD device.

 
Figure 20 TPaD Fire and texture rendering.

Figure 21 Squeeze-file effect device on aluminum surface, electrostatic effect device on glass surface.
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Linjama et al. developed the e-sense system in 2009[35]. The TeslaTouch system developed by Bau et al.

produced the electrostatic force up to 250mN[36]. As

shown in Figure 22, the device can reproduce diverse

image textures on the screen surface of the display. In

2012, NOKIA Labs collaborates with the University of

Cambridge to develop the ET[37], a surface tactile

feedback system that can produce the graphene-based

electrostatic force. As shown in Figure 23, the biggest

advantage is that it can be applied to deformable touch

screens. As shown in Figure 24, Senseg developed the

Feelscreen system to produce electrostatic force on a 7-inch tablet in 2014. The devices can render the

shape, texture and even softness, and have the characteristics of low power consumption and light weight.

Figure 23 Surface tactile feedback system ET. Figure 24 Feelscreen system.

The limitation of the electro-static effect is that tactile sensation cannot be perceived by fingers under

static conditions, and the friction force is in the range of several hundred mNs, which restricts the

improvement of the realistic sensation.

4.3 Tactile rendering

Tactile rendering algorithms obtain the position of users' fingers, and produce force output to the device.

Tactile rendering algorithms normally consists of four components: object modelling, collision detection,

and force generation.

At present, tactile rendering algorithms for surface haptic device are still in their early phase. Most

systems utilized image-based rendering approaches. In 2008, Vasudevan et al. proposed a texture tactile

rendering model based on the product of images and force rendering masks[38]. Saga et al. proposed the

tactile rendering algorithm that uses the gradient information of the image to map the amplitude parameters

of the excitation signal in 2012[39]. Kim et al. proposed the tactile rendering algorithm[40], which maps the

amplitude parameters of excitation signals by the product of the image gradient vector and the finger

motion velocity vector, and thus realizes the geometric feature reproduction of the image. Currently, the

tactile rendering algorithm is limited to the tactile feedback of two-dimensional images, and mainly uses

the amplitude characteristics of excitation signals. The rendering algorithms for three-dimensional or even

multi-dimensional features such as texture, shape and roughness need to be further studied. These

algorithms may fully utilize the parameter characteristics of the excitation signals such as amplitude,

frequency and polarity etc.

Figure 22 TeslaTouch device.
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4.4 Typical applications

Tactile devices have been used for assisting visually impaired people to read texts or images on the

webpage[41,42], for enhancing the efficiency of menu or button manipulation on mobile touchscreens[43-46], for

developing mobile computer games with diversified tactile sensations. For example, Liu et al. developed a

fruit sorting games on an electrostatic feedback device as shown in Figure 25[47]. During the game, five

types of fruits including watermelons, apples, pears, tomatoes and cherries appear in random positions in

the top area of the screen, and subsequently move in a randomized direction corresponding to down, left or

right with a constant speed. Users are required to drag the randomly appearing fruit to one of the target

fruit images that possess the same shape as the selected fruit. Experimental results indicate that the added

tactile feedback enhances both user's performance and interest in the game.

In the future, touchscreens with tactile feedback may find potential applications in mobile phones for

improving the efficiency and accuracy of fine manipulations such as panning[47], pinching and spreading

gestures[48]. For automobile industry, tactile feedback will be beneficial for eye-free interaction with the

touchscreen for enhancing the safety during driving. For effective communication and teamwork in

classrooms or meeting rooms, using large-sized screen mounted on a wall, tactile feedback will be helpful

for intuitive manipulation of graphical charts of widgets for assisting brainstorming discussions.

5 Wearable haptics

5.1 Motivation

In recent years, low cost HMDs such as Oculus Rift and HTC Vive indicate the booming era of VR. When

a user experiences virtual objects in high-fidelity 3D graphically rendered virtual environments, it is

human's instinct to touch, grasp and manipulate the virtual objects.

The development of VR requires novel type of haptic feedback that can allow users to move in a large

workspace, provide force feedback to the whole hand, and support users to use diverse gestures with the

full DoF of fingers for fine manipulation.

5.2 Wearable haptic device

Haptic glove is a typical form of wearable haptic devices. Its main functions include multi-DoF whole

Figure 25 Fruit-sorting game with varied tactile feedback when dragging different fruits.
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hand motion tracking, and providing distributed force and tactile feedback to fingertips and the palm.

Compared with desktop haptic force feedback devices such as Phantom Desktop, haptic gloves are able to

allow users to touch and manipulate remote or virtual objects in an intuitive and direct way via the

dexterous manipulation and sensitive perception capabilities of our hands. A well designed glove could

provide force and tactile feedback that realistically simulates touching and manipulating objects at a high

update rate, while being light weighted and low cost.

For simplicity, according to the mechanoreceptors in user's body (Figure 1), current wearable haptic

devices include three types: kinesthetic / korce feedback devices, tactile feedback devices, and integrated

feedback devices. Each type can be further classified by different criteria. For example, based on the fixed

link, we can classify wearable haptic devices into dorsal-based, palm-based and digit-based. Based on

actuation type, we can classify them into electrical motors, pneumatic or hydraulic actuators, novel

actuators using functional materials etc. Readers may refer to existing survey about force feedback

gloves[49] or wearable haptic devices[50].

Driven by strong application needs from virtual reality, lots of startup companies developed haptic

gloves. For the convenience of readers aiming to quickly construct a virtual reality system with wearable

haptic feedback, here we summarize existing commercial haptic gloves and other wearable haptic devices

in Table 1. Figure 26 shows the photos of several represented commercial force feedback gloves, including

CyberGrasp, H-glove, Dexmo, Haptx, Plexus, and Vrgluv.

In order to provide more realistic haptic sensations, more research prototypes of force feedback gloves

have been developed[49,50]. Figure 27a shows a lightweight glove using pneumatic-driven rigid actuators and

an underactuated mechanism with a single transmission link, which effectively reduces the weight of the

glove while maintaining the sufficient workspace[62]. To increase the comfortability for wearing[63], soft

bending actuators with fiber-reinforcement was used to develop a rigid-soft coupled glove (Figure 27b).

Inspired by thin-shaped adhesive bandages, layer jamming thin sheet actuators were used to develop a very

light weighted glove with only 25 grams for producing torque feedback on the joint of five fingers

(Figure 27c).

Figure 28 show several representative tactile feedback devices. In Figure 28a, the device can provide

normal indentation to the fingertip through a moving platform[64]. Figure 28b shows a lateral skin-stretch

device using parallel mechanisms[65]. Figure 28c shows a 3-DoF cutaneous force feedback device for

exerting tactile stimuli on fingertip[66]. While these devices can provide tactile stimuli, the user's finger may

penetrate into the virtual objects because no kinesthetic feedback was provided. One open research

question is to develop lightweight wearable devices that can provide integrated kinesthetic and cutaneous

feedback on fingertips and the palm.

5.3 Haptic rendering

In addition to high-performance force-feedback gloves, the hand-based haptic rendering algorithms and

software is another important engine to boost the prosperity of wearable haptics. In hand-based haptic

rendering, the user is wearing a haptic glove, to control a hand avatar to touch and/or grasp virtual objects,

and get force feedback on fingertips or even whole hand surface.

Wearable haptics is the inherent demand of virtual reality, which aims to obtain more intuitive gesture

control of a hand avatar and get the sensation of multi-point contacts between a hand and objects, which

can greatly enhance the immersive sensation of virtual reality manipulations. Hand-based haptic rendering

will be useful in several application fields, including surgery, industrial manufacturing, e-business and
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entertainment etc. Figure 29 shows three examples of hand-based haptic rendering, including dexterous

manipulation of rotating a pencil[67], virtual maintenance of mechanical structures[68], and grasping a

deformable object[69]. In addition, Pacchierotti et al. presented a novel wearable 2-DoF cutaneous device for

the finger, which is able to convey informative cutaneous stimuli and effectively improves the perceived

effectiveness[70]. Maisto et al. presented the experimental evaluation of two wearable haptic systems in

three augmented reality applications, which showed that providing haptic feedback through the considered

wearable device significantly improves the performance of all the considered tasks[71].

The problem of hand-based haptic rendering can be conceptualized as the following pipeline. First, the

joint angles of the hand avatar are measured in real time from a glove. With the predefined configuration

and geometric/physical properties of the virtual objects, the task of haptic rendering is to solve three type

of outputs, including the contact force (especially the feedback force on virtual fingertips), the

Table 1 Existing commercial haptic feedback gloves

Name of the

device

CyberGrasp[51]

H-glove[52]

Dexmo[53]

Haptx

glove[54]

Plexus[55]

Sense glove[56]

Avatar VR[57]

Maestro[58]

Senso

Glove[59]

Dextres

glove[60]

VRgluv[61]

Company

Immersion

Haption

DextaRobotics

Haptx

Plexus

Sense Glove

NeuroDigital

Tech.

Contact CI

Senso Device

EPFL and

ETH Zurich

VRgluv

Motion track

DoF

—

Each finger

possesses 3

DoF

Tracking 11

DoF for hand

Tracking 6

DoF per digit

21 DoF per

hand

20 DoF fin‐

ger tracking

Full Finger

Tracking

13 DoF hand

tracking

Full 3d track‐

ing for each

finger

—

12 DoF for

the fingers on

each hand

Force

feedback

One actuator per

finger

Force feedback

on 3 fingers

Force feedback

on 5 fingers

Lightweight exo‐

skeleton applies

up to 4 lbs per

finger

—

Force-feedback is

applied to each

fingertip in the

flexion or grasp‐

ing direction

—

5 Exotendon re‐

striction mecha‐

nism

—

Holding force on

each finger

Apply up to 5 lbs

of varying force

per finger

Tactile

feedback

—

—

Three lin‐

ear reso‐

nant actua‐

tors (LRA)

130 stimu‐

li points

One tactile

actuator

per finger

One haptic

motor per

finger

Ten vibro‐

tactile ac‐

tuators

Vibration

feedback

at each fin‐

gertip

5 vibration

motors

—

—

Actuation

principle

Electric

motor

Electric

motor

Electric

motor

Microfluid‐

ic array

—

Electric mo‐

tor

Vibrotactile

array

—

—

Electrostat‐

ic attraction

DC motors

Sensing

principle

22-sensor Cyber‐

Glove device

—

Rotary sensors

Magnetic tracking

Using tracing ada-

pters for the Vive,

Oculus and Win‐

dows MR devices

Sensor

6x 9-AXIS IMUs

Motion capture sys‐

tem combined with

flex sensors

7 IMU sensors

—

5 sensors per finger

Typical

features

Feel the size and

shape of virtual ob‐

jects

Possibility to attach

it to a Virtuose 6D

Feel the shape, size

and stiffness of vir‐

tual objects

Feel the shape, tex‐

ture and motion of

virtual objects; sub-

millimeter precision

Track with 0.01 de‐

gree precision

Feel the shape and

density of virtual

objects

Track the move‐

ments of chest,

arms and hands

Precise gesture cap‐

ture, nuanced vibra‐

tion feedback and

smart finger restric‐

tion

Precisely track fin‐

gers and hands posi‐

tion in space and

provide haptic feed‐

back

Weighing less than

8 grams per finger

Simulate stiffness,

shape, and mechani‐

cal features
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configuration of the hand avatar that satisfy the contact constraints, and the dynamic response of the

manipulated objects (including motion and/or deformation). Furthermore, we need to make sure the haptic

rendering and visual rendering are consistent both temporally and spatially (i.e., the haptic and visual

representation of the hand avatar is registered in real time).

It should be noted that the haptic rendering pipeline in this paper is aiming for combining with force-

feedback gloves based on the control principle of impedance display. In literatures, most force-feedback

gloves are using the control principle of impedance display. There are only very few gloves that use

admittance display. For admittance display, it needs extra force sensors to measure the contact force

between the user's finger and the glove.

The research of the hand-based force rendering algorithms evolved through three stages. In the early

stage, lots of heuristic force synthesis algorithm are proposed[72-74]. Principle of this type of methods

includes definition of typical manipulation gestures, and then several gesture models are constructed

Figure 26 Represented commercial haptic feedback gloves. CyberGrasp, H-glove, Dexmo, Haptx, Plexus, and vrgluv.

Figure 27 Force feedback gloves using. (a) Pneumatic-driven rigid actuators; (b) Fiber-reinforcement soft

actuators; (c) Layer jamming soft actuators.

Figure 28 Tactile feedback device. (a) Normal indentation to the fingertip through a moving platform; (b) Lateral

skin-stretch device; (c) Cutaneous force feedback device.
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offline. By performing rough collision detection based on simplified geometric model of virtual hand and

bounding boxes, the collision response is solved based on gesture binding based on the proximity of

predefined gestures and actual gestures, in which grasps were maintained by constraining the relative

position and orientation of the object with respect to the palm. For example, Zachmann et al. used the

distribution of contacts among finger phalanges, thumb phalanges and palm to discriminate between push,

precision grasp and power grasp[72]. The advantage of these methods is that they allow stable grasps of

virtual objects, however, they may lead to unrealistic contacts between the virtual hand and objects and

sometimes ignore object-object collisions. Furthermore, these methods have to approximate the hand

motions of the user, which lead to degraded simulation fidelity.

In the second stage, the force rendering algorithm is based on collision detection and accurate collision

response[75,76]. The main principle is that the virtual hand is modeled using articulated multiple rigid hinged

links, where palm and phalanges are represented by interconnected rigid bodies. Accurate collision

detection is performed based on leaf elements of a hierarchical representation such as oct-tree, and multi-

point contact collision response is solved based on penalty or constraint approaches. For example, Borst

and Indugula[75] introduced the use of such models, by using linear and torsional spring-dampers between

the simulated palm and phalanges and their tracked configurations. This method was shown to be

sufficiently efficient to allow dexterous interaction with haptic feedback on the palm and fingers[76]. These

rigid body models are computationally efficient, but they do not account for skin deformation under

contact, which is not only necessary for a more realistic-looking interaction and motion, but also to

simulate friction at contact surfaces more accurately.

The third stage is a fine force rending algorithm that takes into account the physiological and mechanical

properties of the finger[67,77,78]. The main principle is to consider the physiological structure of the human hand

including bones, muscles and skin, the nonlinear stress-strain characteristics of the muscle, and the detailed

physiological phenomena such as the variation of the contact force modulated by the local deformation

between the fingertip and the manipulated object. For example, Talvas et al. proposed an approach based on

novel aggregate constraints for simulating dexterous grasping using soft fingers[67]. The soft finger model can

simulate the normal pressure of the contact point, along with the friction and contact torque.

Figure 29 Examples of hand-based haptic rendering. (a) Dexterous manipulation of rotating a pencil; (b) virtual

maintenance of mechanical structures; (c) Grasping a deformable object.
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6 Future research topics

To develop high-fidelity devices that can simulate the abundant haptic properties that human can perceive

in the physical world, for the purpose of improved immersion, interaction and imagination, we identify the

gaps from the state of the art as future research challenges in the field.

6.1 Handheld haptic devices for VR

Considering the limitation of wearable haptic devices such as difficult to be put on / off and difficult to

adapt for users with different hand sizes, in recent years, handheld haptic devices have emerged as the

dominant interaction interface for commercial VR devices (e.g., Oculus Rift and HTC Vive).

Compared to desktop haptic devices (such as Phantom Desktop) or wearable haptic devices (such as

CyberGrasp), handheld devices have several unique features to be used in VR. First, they can support large

scale body movement. Furthermore, they are easy to be put on and off that one can simply pick it up and

begin using it without having to strap anything to the fingers. Nowadays, existing commercial VR

controllers such as HTV Vive can only provide global vibrotactile feedback, which greatly reduce the

user's haptic experience. One open challenge is how to achieve more abundant haptic feedback patterns

within the compact volume of a handheld device, such as localized and diverse spatial-temporal

vibrotactile patterns, texture feedback, thermal feedback, skin-stretch, softness, contact etc. These patterns

should be carefully designed and thus users can easily differentiate and recognize them without requiring

long learning durations. The solution to the above challenge will be crucial in designing future virtual

reality systems for entertainment or education applications.

6.2 Multimodal haptic devices

In order to support highly immersive virtual reality experience, it is an important topic to develop multi-

modal haptic devices. This device should be able to reproduce multi-properties of virtual /remote objects,

support multi-gestures of human hands to perform fine manipulation, and stimulate multi-receptors

(including cutaneous and kinesthetic receptors) of human haptic channel. Haptically perceivable properties

of an object include three categories: material and geometric properties. Principal material properties

include five aspects[79]: hardness (hard/soft), warmness (warm/cold), macro roughness (uneven/flat), fine

roughness (rough / smooth), and friction (moist / dry, sticky / slippery). Geometric properties generally

comprise shape (both global shape and local geometric features) and size (such as area, volume, perimeter,

bounding-box volume, and so on)[80].

As defined by the metaphor of "the digital clay"[81,82], the user can touch the multi-modal haptic device

with bare hand, i.e., without wearing any sensors or actuators on his /her hand. The device can track the

movement of the users' hand, and can produce diverse haptic stimuli in a spatial collocated and temporarily

registered manner.

One promising topic is to explore soft haptics, which utilizes the latest technologies in soft robotics

based on novel flexible and extensible materials. Some promising solutions have been explored, for

example, to produce a device that can change its shape and softness using particle jamming[82], change its

surface roughness using electrostatic effect[83], change its softness using tension control of a thin film[84],

change its virtual tissue stiffness[85] and virtual volumetric shapes[86] using magnetic repulsion technology.

How to integrate these haptic modalities within a soft structure remain open challenges. One potential topic

is to develop flexible actuators for multimodal haptic devices using novel functional materials, such as
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pneumatic networks[87], shape memory polymers[88], and liquid crystal elastomers[89].

6.3 High-fidelity haptic rendering

Data-driven approaches based on large-scale dataset will be useful for modeling, rendering and evaluation

of haptic devices. Several haptic texture databases based on tool-mediated interaction have been

established for texture rendering or recognition and classification of texture features. Culbertson et al.

established a haptic texture database including 100 materials of haptic texture interaction signals measured

via a hand-held pen-type measurement tool sliding across material surfaces[90]. Strese et al. introduced a

haptic texture database, which included 43 haptic textures for tool-mediated texture recognition and

classification[91]. Later, Strese et al. used a handheld measurement tool to record friction, hardness,

macroscopic roughness, microscopic roughness, and warmth as sliding a finger across 108 surface

materials[92]. Zheng et al. developed a haptic texture database, which contained the acceleration signals

captured from 69 kinds of material surfaces via a hand-held rigid tool[93].

More effort should be devoted to develop large scale, open source and multimodal haptic datasets. The

dataset should support typical gestures, and include necessary force/motion signals including normal and

friction force, sliding velocity, acceleration, vibration, contact area etc. These signals are necessary for

estimating physical properties including softness, friction and textures etc. With large scale samples being

collected and measured, machine learning method such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) could be

used to estimate the value of the physical parameters.

The challenge of haptic rendering for wearable haptics is to meet the contradictive requirements from

realism and efficiency. For the realism, haptic rendering need to ensure simulation of human hand

manipulating diverse objects with diverse physical properties. The hand has over 20 DoFs for movement,

and it should include three layers with nonhomogeneous physical properties. The manipulate objects can

be solid, elastic, plastic and even fluid. Computational difficulties need to be solved for efficient and

accurate collision detection, collision response to ensure no penetration, force computation model to deal

with the contact forces distributed at multiple contact regions between the hand and the objects. For the

efficiency, 1kHz update rate is normally needed to simulate hard contacts between hand and stiff objects.

Parallel computing approaches using multicore or GPU could be explored.

6.4 Understanding on human haptics

Understanding the perception characteristics of multimodal haptic cues is a prerequisite to develop

effective haptic devices. Understanding of the interaction effect between two types of haptic stimuli may

provide guidelines for designing multimodal haptic devices. For example, the tactile sensory acuity and the

perceived intensity of tactile stimuli can be influenced by the temperature of the device contacting the skin

and by the temperature of the skin itself.

Haptic illusion has been widely used to meet the compact-sized requirement of wearable haptic devices.

A number of illusions related to weight perception have been demonstrated, for example, thermal/weight[94],

size / weight[95], and material / weight[96] illusions, as well as the "golf-ball" illusion[97]. These variations in

weight perception may provide guidelines for developing new haptic devices. Although there are well-

known illusions (such as skin stretch for simulating weight sensation, thermal grill effect[98,99] etc., the

question remains open to effectively utilize these illusion effects to design multimodal haptic devices and

investigate novel and effective haptic illusions.
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7 Conclusions

In 1965, the concept of "ultimate display" was proposed, which represents the birth of virtual reality. Until

today this concept still remains a dream to be fulfilled. In order to develop immersive and interactive VR

systems, haptic feedback is an indispensable component. With the development of the computing platforms

in the past 30 years, the paradigm of haptics interaction has shifted through three stages, namely desktop

haptics, surface haptics and wearable haptics. To meet the goal of "ultimate display", more powerful haptic

devices will need to be developed. Cross-disciplinary endeavors will need to be made for innovative

solutions to high fidelity haptic devices, where novel sensors and actuators using advanced and smart

functional materials will find a place. The goal will be focused on providing multimodal haptic stimuli to

accommodate with the marvelous perceptual capabilities of human.
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